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Abstract
Modern applications and simulations such as crowd simulations or video
games require realistic path planning. The Explicit Corridor Map [8] is a navigation mesh which enables finding paths for virtual agents in 2D efficiently.
This mesh has also been extended [30] to handle multi-layered environments.
Agents are often modelled as a point or disc. Most solutions are tailored
towards agents with a fixed radius. We assume there are many types of agents
in an environment, each with a different height and radius. In this MSc thesis
we want to compute realistic, collision-free paths for such agents with real-time
performance.
To achieve this goal we discretize the 3D configuration space in several
layers. To calculate these layers we compute the height difference between the
ground and the ceiling of an environment at each position. The corresponding
height difference map allows us to compute the configuration space obstacles
for an agent with a specific height. We compute these configuration space
obstacles for several agent heights, giving us several layers with obstacles which
we call cross sections. For each cross section, we compute an Explicit Corridor
Map and combine them into one data structure. We combine these Explicit
Corridor Maps by examining their similarities into a graph structure called the
hECM. Through experiments we show that the hECM can steer a large number
of agents with a variable radius and height in real-time.
We begin to explore the possibilities of the hECM by looking at one extension: agent animations. Agents that can use animations, where height or width
changes over time, can traverse shorter paths in certain cases. The hECM
is annotated with extra information to support agents that can change their
heights. We demonstrate that the extended hECM works for agent animations
and discuss the advantages and disadvantages of this approach.
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1

Introduction

Path planning has been an active topic of research for decades, with applications
in robotics, crowd simulation and video games. Planning a path means finding a
path in a virtual environment for an agent, a virtual character or object, which
does not collide with the environment. Finding a collision-free path through an
environment is intuitive for humans, and humans can easily pick up flaws in virtual
agent behaviour. Thus, the computed paths must look visually convincing. Unfortunately, we still see agents move through objects or get stuck behind them in these
application areas.

S

G

Figure 1: A simple example of path planning for an agent represented by a disc.
We are looking for the shortest path between position S and position G without
colliding with the obstacles. In this case, the black line between S and G is the
shortest path.
Another important requirement for these paths is that they are optimal. Typically, this means it is the shortest or fastest path.
Besides these two fundamental requirements of paths, there can be additional
requirements for a path planner which depend on its application. Other requirements include low memory usage, real-time performance, dealing with thousands of
agents and dealing with dynamic updates from the environment.

1.1

Project motivation

Path planning for games and simulations has two strict requirements: paths have
to be realistic and paths have to be calculated efficiently in order to steer a large
number of agents. Common solutions ignore the characteristics of an agent and tailor towards one specific type of characteristic shared by all agents. For instance, the
3D shape of agents is simplified to a 1D point or 2D disk. These assumptions lead
to path planning algorithms that only work for a limited set of agents and environments. More recently, we have seen approaches that try to overcome some of these
limitations. For instance, triangulation-based path finding [7] and Explicit Corridor Maps [8] are data structures that can answer queries for agents with different
widths.
4

These techniques are able to answer queries for agents with different radii but
they cannot answer queries yet where the agents have more complex, 3D shapes.
Finding Euclidean shortest paths in 3D is a difficult problem. Canny et al. [2]
proved that the related decision problem of finding these paths for points around
polyhedral obstacles is NP-hard. Therefore, lots of work has been done on approximating this problem or exploiting certain features of the specific problem. The first
approximation scheme was presented by Papadimitriou [22]. The scheme runs in
2
O( nε2 (L + log( nε )), where n is the number of elements in the scene, ε is the desired
accuracy of the approximation and L is the number of bits of precision in the model
of computation. The complexity of this method makes it unsuitable for real-time
path planning with a large number of agents in a complex environment.
Two examples where only objects with a certain maximum height can pass under
a structure can be seen in Figure 2. The first image is a representation of a bridge
under which boats can pass. Certain boats will not be able to pass under the left
and right passages and can only pass under the bridge via the middle passage.
The second image is a representation of an escalator. The colored area under the
escalator represents the free space through which agents can move. If a shortest,
collision-free path involves navigating under the diagonal escalator, the path planner
has to take into account the shape, i.e. the width and height of the agent.

(a) Bridge

(b) Escalator

Figure 2: Representations of examples where height matters. (a) The side view of
a bridge with three passages. (b) The side view of an escalator. The colored area
under the escalator represents the free space.
Some examples where the width and height of agents matter:
• An army, with several different vehicles and soldiers, moving through the
downtown of a large city.
• Moving agents, ranging from crowds to cars, in the downtown of a city.
• A robotic vacuum cleaner which has to find its way through a room avoiding
all sorts of obstacles such as chairs or sofas while moving underneath them.

5

• Navigating through an airport. An airport has many different sized vehicles
which can move underneath static airplanes but also have to avoid moving
airplanes.

1.2

Project goals

This project will focus on data structures and algorithms that address the scenarios
mentioned above.
The objective is to create an algorithm that can find reasonably short paths
for agents with a variable radius and height in a polygonal 3D environment. For
simplicity, we assume that agents can be modelled like a cylinder with an associated
radius and height. The environment consists of two meshes, representing the ground
and the ceiling separately and a set of obstacles. We present a data structure, called
the hECM, which gives an exact description of the free space in this environment
so we can retrieve collision-free paths for agents of different sizes. Because our
application area is video games and crowd simulation we will try to achieve realtime performance for a large number of agents. The real-time performance will be
verified by our experiments.
If an agent can change its width or height, by using animations, they can potentially take shorter paths. We begin to explore this problem by adding extra
information to the hECM to facilitate these agent animations.

1.3

Report structure

In the next section we discuss related work on 2D and 3D path planning methods.
The Explicit Corridor Map [8] is explained in detail, as our solution uses this data
structure. In Section 3 we give the formal description of our problems, such as
the input and output of our methods, and some important assumptions. Section 4
explains how we construct the cross sections, and how these cross sections can be
merged to create the hECM. We also describe how paths can be calculated using
the hECM. The experiments on the hECM are described in Section 5. Section 6
describes our work done on agent animations. Our conclusions, discussion as well
as future work are discussed in Section 7.
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2

Related work

Before explaining our solution we look at common solutions, previous research and
their limitations. We look at both 2D and 3D path planning algorithms. We also
discuss the Explicit Corridor Map which is a navigation mesh, that is used in our
solution.

2.1

2D Path Planning

The general path planning problem is a difficult problem: Canny [2] proves that the
related problem of finding paths in 3D environments is NP-hard and proves that it
takes exponential time in the number of the agent’s degrees of freedom to find the
shortest path.
Hence, the problem needs to be simplified for practical applications. A common
simplification is the representation of an agent: the agent is typically a 3D object
but is represented as a 2D disk. The environment is divided into cells and a graph
is created which captures the free space of the environment. A common method
for searching a shortest path in such a graph is the A* search algorithm [24]. A*
is popular because it is simple and finds the shortest path in the graph when used
with admissible heuristics. The complexity of A* is O(|E| log |E|) [4], where |E| is
the number of edges in the graph.
Common representations in modern computer games [5] include 2D grids, waypoint graphs [17] and navigation meshes [26]. We refer the reader to Figure 3 for
an example of these data structures visualized in an environment.
In a grid the environment is discretized into 2D square cells. Cells can have
one of the following states: open or closed. Open cells represent the free space in
the environment and the closed cells represent the obstacle space. While grid-based
methods are conceptually simple they cannot precisely represent an environment:
when a cell only partially overlaps an object the entire cell is marked as closed. One
solution is to increase the resolution of the grid, but changing the resolution requires
more storage as the size of each cell is the same. Grid-based methods become too
expensive to use in practice when the number of agents is large and/or the grid has
a high resolution.
Another problem with grid-based methods is that graph edges may not represent
the shortest path in the environment. A solution to get shorter paths is using an
adapted version of the A* algorithm called Theta*. Koenig and Nash [20] explain
this algorithm but also extend it to be more efficient on cubic grids. The extended
version is called Lazy Theta* and is more efficient than Theta* on 3D grids while
still producing almost similar paths in length. A drawback of the method is that
it cannot guarantee finding a shortest path in the environment. If clearance to
obstacles is required, extra computations are also needed.
A waypoint graph consist of vertices that represent positions in the world where
agents can move and edges which indicate the other waypoints agents can reach from
7

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3: Examples of common environment representations. (a) The environment
from a top-down view. (b) A grid overlayed on top of the environment. If a cell
(partially) contains an obstacle, the entire cell is considered non-traversable. (c) A
waypoint graph, which is based on several waypoints placed in the free space of the
environment. (d) A navigation mesh that consists of several polygons covering the
entire free space.
each waypoint. Waypoint graphs can be used in 2D and 3D and do not require a
lot of storage compared to a grid-based method. The biggest drawback of waypoint
graphs is that many waypoints are needed to cover the free space for creating realistic
paths.
In the last decade, the navigation mesh [32] has become a popular data structure
for path planning in video games. Graphs are essentially 1D structures, which limits
the freedom agents have. 2D structures such as navigation meshes offer agents more
freedom on where they can move. Navigation meshes are collections of the walkable
areas in an environment. These walkable areas are then transformed into annotated
graphs. An example of a navigation mesh is the Explicit Corridor Map [8] (ECM),
which is described in Section 2.4. The ECM supports characters with a variable
radius. From the ECM we can extract a corridor which is limited by the locally
maximum amount of clearance to the obstacles. The resulting paths can have a
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variable amount of clearance, are smooth and can be computed efficiently. Currently,
the ECM does not support height constraints, but a multi-layered extension [30]
exists.
Other navigation meshes examples include triangulation-based path finding, for
example the work done by Kallman [13] or Demyen [7]. Both methods support
paths with clearance. Demyen also provides an abstract graph to efficiently find
out if a path exists, and demonstrates how local updates in the environment can be
handled. It is not clear how these methods can be extended to 3D or handle height
constraints.
We have looked at several path planning techniques and data structures used
in virtual environments. Note that these representations do not include any height
information of the environment. Agents in games can therefore get stuck against a
ceiling or move straight through them. Several straightforward ways to incorporate
height information into these structures is to annotate these graphs with height
information. For instance, each cell in a grid could store the lowest height value for
the area that this cell occupies and edge weights could be the Euclidean distance
between the centres of each cell. Something similar could be done for the navigation
mesh and the waypoint graph. However, all these solutions only give a limited
representation of the height in the environment: height differences inside a cell
or polygon are omitted. A better representation can be acquired by increasing
the resolution of the grid or the number of polygons in the navigation mesh, but
exact details on how the resolution should be increased or how the navigation mesh
polygons should change are unknown.

2.2

2.5D and 3D Path Planning

The field of robotics has done research on navigating through 3D environments.
Structures such as quadtrees or octrees [31] are used to represent the 3D environment. However, finding shortest paths in these kinds of structures is expensive as
mentioned earlier in the Lazy Theta* paper [20]. In practice, the following methods
have been used: Probabilistic Road Maps (PRMs) [9], Rapidly-exploring Random
Trees (RRTs) [12] and potential fields [11]. The PRM structure allows for multiplequery planning and can be extended to 3D but can suffer from representational
incompleteness. RRTs are used for single-query planning and are not guaranteed to
find an optimal path. Potential fields suffer from local minima, but solutions against
that have been researched [11].
Gutmann et al. [10] present a system for generating a 3D environment map for a
humanoid robot. This map consist of an occupancy grid combined with floor height
maps and allows the robot to recognize floors, stairs, obstacles and tunnels. An
occupancy grid is a multi-dimensional tessellation of the space into cells where each
cell stores a probabilistic estimate of its state: is the cell free to move through or
not. The use of a grid leads to the same drawbacks mentioned before. Furthermore,
the method is limited to a single floor plane.
9

Lau et al. [16] present a method to calculate the configuration space for noncircular mobile robots. The method also allows for incremental updates, in case
of dynamic changes to the environment. Similar to our method, they look at 2D
layers of the configuration space. A drawback of the method is that the calculation
is based on one specific robot shape.
Topoplan [15] is a topological planner for real-time humanoid path planning and
adapts its motion to floor and ceiling constraints. The 3D mesh is projected onto
2D planes and each cell is marked as either an obstacle, a free segment or a segment
agents can step on from neighbouring cells. Experiments show they can simulate
a couple of dozen humans through a 3D environment. A local planner is used to
adjust the agent’s pose to the height of the ceiling. A limitation to this method is
that it is based on a fixed humanoid radius value.
Solutions to 3D path planning exist, but each method has its own disadvantages.
Many solutions are very similar to grids, and thus have to same disadvantages we
mentioned earlier. Furthermore, solutions are often tailored towards one specific
type of agent. In this thesis, we develop a method that works for many types of
agents.

2.3

Triangulated Irregular Networks

The data structures we use in our algorithms are very similar to Triangulated Irregular Networks [23, 29] (TINs). Navigation over TINs, and in general polygonal
surfaces, has received lots of attention by Geographic Information Systems and
Computational Geometry researchers [18]. The problem is often referred to as the
discrete geodesic problem [19]: finding the shortest path between a source and a
destination on an arbitrary, possibly non-convex, polyhedral surface. Van Kreveld’s
survey [28] discusses quality paths on polyhedral terrains and looks at various quality measures: Euclidean length, z-optimal paths, minimal slope paths and various
combinations.

2.4

The Explicit Corridor Map

We create a data structure that extends the concepts of the Explicit Corridor Map [8]
(ECM). The ECM is a navigation mesh that can efficiently represent the navigable
areas of a 2D environment. It is a pruned, generalized Voronoi diagram (GVD)
G = (V, E), where V and E are its Voronoi vertices and Voronoi edges. Another
term used to describe this pruned GVD is the medial axis. The edges are annotated
with event points, i.e. vertices with degree two, together with their closest points
to obstacles. Because at each event point closest point information is stored a path
with minimum clearance from obstacles can be computed. We refer the reader to
Figure 4a for an example of the ECM based on a U-shaped obstacle and a bounding
box.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4: (a) The ECM for a ’U’-shaped obstacle. The black dots indicate graph
vertices and the red lines are graph edges. The small black lines point to the closest
obstacle point. (b) The Explicit Corridor for the red colored medial axis. The yellow
area can be utilized by an agent to avoid dynamic obstacles while keeping a desired
clearance from obstacles.
We will now describe how paths are found using the ECM. First, we retract the
start and goal positions onto the medial axis. A retraction [30] is defined as follows.
Definition 1 (Retraction). The retraction of a position p is a single point p0 on the
medial axis. Let q be the closest obstacle point for p. Then, p0 is the first intersection
point of the directed half-line qp
~ with the medial axis.
With an A* algorithm we find the shortest path, called the backbone path,
on the medial axis between the retracted start and goal positions. This search has
several optimizations. First, each vertex in the ECM stores its connected component.
An agent can only travel between two retracted positions if they are in the same
connected component. Each edge in ECM also stores the minimum amount of
clearance to obstacles. Thus, if the radius of an agent is larger than the minimum
amount of clearance on an edge, this edge can be skipped by the search algorithm.
The walkable areas defined by the backbone path and the closest points define the
Explicit Corridor.
The Explicit Corridor provides a global route that an agent can take inside the
2D corridor and gives more flexibility than a single path. Thus, by using the ECM
we also get more flexibility in our path planning by finding a corridor. An example
of the corridor is given in Figure 4b. Finally, a force-based approach, such as the
Indicative Route Method [14], is used to steer agents and avoid dynamic obstacles.
11

3

Research questions

In this section we describe our research questions. We also describe the input and
output of our algorithms in more detail.

3.1

The hECM

Our environment is described by three elements: obstacles, a ground surface and
a ceiling surface. Obstacles are areas that agents cannot traverse in any way: we
ignore cases where the agent is able to traverse over the obstacle, such as climbing or
jumping. Such cases could be handled by annotating extra information in the final
structure or ground surface. Examples of obstacles include buildings, cars or trees.
These obstacles are simplified to 2D so they can be represented by 2D triangles.
We have to restrict the shapes of the surfaces to prevent certain scenarios which
can only be solved by a 3D planner. For instance, a surface with a winding staircaselike shape can only be solved by a 3D planner. We can prevent surfaces from having
these kind of shapes with the following restriction: triangles cannot overlap in 3D.
No overlap in 3D means that for any position p on a triangle A no triangle in the
same surface as A exists below p. Overlap between two triangles can be seen in
Figure 5. We exclude overlap between edges of triangles and vertical triangles: else
we would not be able to model walls, which are collections of vertical triangles.
Consequently, what we are interested in is the lower or upper envelope, referred to
as envelope from now on, of the ceiling and ground surface. Figure 5 shows the
upper envelope of the two triangles. Part of the blue triangle is missing, else it
would violate our constraints.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5: These figures explain what we mean by triangle overlap and the envelope
of a surface. (a) First, we have two triangles that partially overlap in 3D. (b) Second,
we have the upper envelope of this surface.
The envelope of a surface is stored in an envelope mesh: a collection of nonoverlapping triangles, with exception of the vertical triangle overlap previously mentioned.
12

We assume that two non-intersecting envelope meshes are provided: one envelope
mesh for the ground surface and one envelope mesh for the ceiling surface. Further
details on these envelope meshes can be found in Section 4. If the heights of all
the agents are known beforehand, we can specifically calculate the hECM for these
agents. For a general solution, we generate heights by taking the difference between
the maximum and minimum height, dividing it by a desired number of slices d to
get a step size s. We then generate d heights, starting at the minimum height and
each time adding s to generate the next height. The higher the number of slices,
the more accurate the paths will be for any agent.
In summary, the input for our construction algorithm is as follows:
• An envelope mesh representing the ground surface of the environment.
• An envelope mesh representing the ceiling surface of the environment.
• A collection of obstacles, represented by 2D triangles.
• A list of agent heights, or the number of slices to be calculated.
Given this input, we create a graph, named the hECM, for efficiently finding
short paths of agents with variable radius and height.
Given a hECM, we need a way to query it for paths. A popular way to find
a path in graph structures is the A*-algorithm [5]. The A* search algorithm is
also used to find a path in the hECM, which also takes into account the minimum
clearance and the radius of an agent. We present an algorithm to efficiently query
the hECM to find a path given an agent with a fixed radius and height.
To answer these queries we have the following input:
• An agent with a radius, height and a preferred clearance from obstacles.
• A collision-free starting position.
• A collision-free goal position.
The output of this algorithm, if a valid path exists from start to goal, is an
Explicit Corridor and a path which takes into account the preferred clearance, the
agent’s radius and height.
We say the work space of this path planning problem is 2.5D. While we do take
into account the height of the input surfaces we have put in extra restrictions to
prevent our workspace from being 3D. Every agent is represented by a 3D structure,
a cylinder, but we restrict its movement to the projected xy-plane (the ground
plane): the agent can only move along the x and y-axes. The calculated path
ignores the z-axis, but when the agent traverses the path it does so on the ground
surface.
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3.2

Supporting animations with the hECM

With the hECM, we have a structure which efficiently describes a 2.5D environment
for agents with a variable width and height. With such a structure, we should be able
to answer more complex navigation problems. If we want to handle more complex
environments the hECM should be incorporated with the multi-layered ECM. For
each layer we would need to calculate the hECM and then find the correct way to
connect these layers.
We will not look into the integration with the multi-layered ECM, but instead
begin exploring another problem: agent animations. We define an agent animation
as the action where the agent changes its width or height over time. We will assume
the width of an agent does not change, but the height of an agent can change. We
want to extend the hECM so an agent can use animations in order to find more
efficient paths.
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4

Constructing the hECM graph

In this section we describe how we construct the hECM graph. The hECM graph
is a data structure that can be used to compute paths for agents with variable
radius and height. The configuration space is 3D because it is parameterized by a
2D position as well as the height, i.e. the difference between the ground and the
ceiling at that position. The corresponding 3D free space can be represented by
a 3D medial axis for which no practical construction algorithm exists. Hence, we
discretize the space in the height dimension. First, we calculate cross sections of the
configuration space (c-space) for specific agent heights. Each cross section contains
the c-space obstacles for its associated agent height. For each cross section, we
compute a navigation mesh that supports queries with variable radii. Finally, we
merge these navigation meshes into a single graph: the hECM graph.

4.1

Computing cross sections

As input we have the triangulated ground and ceiling surfaces from a virtual 3D
environment with the following restrictions:
• Both surfaces do not contain any degenerate triangles. Triangles are degenerated when their vertices are collinear. We check the input for such triangles
and ignore them for further calculations.
• The surfaces do not contain non-traversable areas, called obstacles, such as
buildings. These obstacles are handled separately.
• When both surfaces are projected onto the xy-plane, all the points of the
projected ceiling surface must be inside or on the border of the projected
ground surface. This allows us to ignore the case where there is a ceiling
surface but no ground surface.
• All walls, described in Section 3, must start from the same height in the
ground surface. This simplifies how to deal with vertical triangles/walls: we
can assume they all start at height 0.
• The ground surface and ceiling surface can touch each other but they cannot
intersect. This restriction ensures there is no ambiguity between the ground
surface and ceiling surface.
Next, we have as input the set of obstacles O, represented by 2D triangles, which
overrules the ground and ceiling surfaces. We also assume the bounding box of the
environment is added to O. Finally, we have a list of agent heights H, which could
be provided or generated from a given number of slices. In practice, if we have
enough heights, we can answer queries for arbitrary heights.
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For each height, we calculate both the obstacle as well as the configuration space
at that particular height, which we call a cross section. Pseudocode to calculate
these cross sections can be found in Algorithm 1. Pseudocode for the subroutines
can be found in Algorithms 2 through 9.
Algorithm 1 ComputeCrossSections(ground, ceiling, O, H = {h1 . . . hn })
Input. Two surfaces: ground and ceiling. A list of obstacles O. A list of n agent
heights H.
Output. A list containing n cross sections.
Arrground ← ConvertTo2DArrangement(ground)
Arrceiling ← ConvertTo2DArrangement(ceiling)
CDT ← A constrained Delaunay triangulation from the line segments of
Arrground , Arrceiling and O.
AnnotateHeight(CDT , Arrground , Arrceiling , O)
result ← Empty list of cross sections.
{Triangles are vertical when the triangle’s normal is parallel to the xy-plane.}
V ← List of triangles from all the vertical triangles in ground and ceiling.
Itree ← ComputeIntervalTree(CDT , V )
for each agent height h in H do
C ← ComputeCrossSection(Itree , h)
Append C to result.
return result
We will now explain these steps in more detail given the environment in Figure
6a. The first step is to convert both surfaces, which are basically collections of
triangles that follow certain restrictions, into a more suitable format. Conceptually
speaking, it is easier to understand 2D structures compared to 3D structures. A
2D structure that is capable of representing a surface is the 2D arrangement [6],
referred to as an arrangement from now on. An arrangement can be constructed
from a surface by projecting the edges of its triangles to the xy-plane. For each face
in the arrangement, we also need to store the height, the z coordinate, of its vertices.
Note that during the conversion we ignore vertical triangles. Triangles are vertical
when the triangle’s normal is parallel to the xy-plane. These triangles become line
segments when they are projected, and are processed when we compute the cross
section.
For our example, the triangulated arrangements Arrground and Arrceil are visualized in Figure 6b and 6c. Algorithm 2 shows how these arrangements are constructed.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6: A simple environment consisting of a ground surface and ceiling surface
and the calculated arrangements. (a) An overview of a simple environment. The
ceiling surface has a bump in the middle which can prevent certain agents from
moving under.
(b) The triangulated arrangement of the ground surface. (c) The triangulated arrangement of the ceiling surface.
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Algorithm 2 shows how to construct an arrangement given either the ground
surface or ceiling surface as input.
Algorithm 2 ConvertTo2DArrangement(S)
Input. A surface S.
Output. The arrangement of S, Arrs , where the vertices of each face are annotated
with height data.
Initialize an empty arrangement Arrs .
for each triangle T in S do
if T is not vertical then
v1 , v2 , v3 ← The vertices of T .
p1 , p2 , p3 ← Project the vertices of T onto the xy-plane.
Add each projected vertex to Arrs if it does not already exist.
{As there can be multiple vertices that project to the same 2D vertex we
cannot store the height in a projected vertex. Instead, we use the half edge
to store the height, as they belong to a specific triangle and vertex.}
Add edges between (p1 , p2 ), (p2 , p3 ) and (p3 , p1 ).
Associate the heights of v1 , v2 and v3 with the half edges (p1 , p2 ), (p2 , p3 )
and (p3 , p1 ), respectively.
return Arrs
To calculate the obstacle space at a certain height we need the height differences
between the ground and ceiling. To calculate the height difference we need to check
for each triangle in the ground surface if there is a ceiling surface triangle on top of
it. Overlaying the ground and ceiling arrangements leads to an arrangement that
possibly contains polygons. A better solution is a constrained Delaunay Triangulation CDT [3] using the line segments from Arrground and Arrceil and O. This
way, CDT consists of only triangles and has the following important property: each
triangle of Arrground , Arrceil and O exactly projects itself on the union of one or
several triangles of CDT .
Implementation-wise, the constrained Delaunay triangulation is stored in a doublyconnected edge list [6]. Each triangle Tcdt in CDT points to one triangle Tground
in Arrground and possibly Tceil in Arrceil , but this is only implicitly defined. Thus,
given Tcdt we need a way to retrieve the actual surface triangles. We can do this
by computing the centroid of Tcdt and checking if it is inside a surface triangle.
With large surfaces, a brute-force search can take too long. Instead, we construct
quadtrees on the triangles of the ground and ceiling surfaces. In summary, for each
triangle in CDT we compute the centroid and query two quadtrees to find the
associated ground and ceiling triangle.
Given Tcdt , Tground and Tceiling , we compute the height at the vertices of Tcdt
for Tground and Tceiling by interpolation and store the height difference in the half
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edges of Tcdt . We define the height difference as infinite at triangles that have no
corresponding ceiling surface. For all the triangles in O we also need to set the height
to infinite. We construct an additional quadtree for O and add one extra query to see
if a triangle in CDT projects to a triangle in O. Pseudocode to annotate CDT with
this height information can be found in Algorithm 3. Figure 7 shows the annotated
constrained Delaunay triangulation for our example.
Algorithm 3 AnnotateHeight(CDT , Arrground , Arrceiling , O)
Input. A constrained Delaunay triangulation CDT , two arrangements: Arrground ,
Arrceiling and a list of obstacles O. The arrangements’ vertices are annotated with
height data.
Output. An annotated constrained Delaunay triangulation where each half edge
stores a height difference.
QuadT reeground ← Construct a quadtree from the triangles in Arrground .
QuadT reeceiling ← Construct a quadtree from the triangles in Arrceiling .
QuadT reeobs ← Construct a quadtree from the triangles in O.
for each triangle Tcdt in CDT do
v1 , v2 , v3 ← vertices from Tcdt
C ← the centroid of Tcdt
Query QuadT reeobs to find triangle Tobs .
Query QuadT reeground to find triangle Tground .
Query QuadT reeceiling to find triangle Tceiling .
if Tobs exists then
Set the height of Tcdt to ∞.
else if Tground and Tceiling exist then
(h1 , h2 , h3 ) ←ComputeHeightsOnTriangle(Tceiling , v1 , v2 , v3 )
(h4 , h5 , h6 ) ←ComputeHeightsOnTriangle(Tground , v1 , v2 , v3 )
{Calculate the differences in height.}
v1height ← h1 − h4
v2height ← h2 − h5
v3height ← h3 − h6
else
There is no triangle in Arrground or Arrceiling that (partially) projects on
Tcdt .
Set the height of Tcdt to ∞.
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Algorithm 4 computes the heights for three positions inside a triangle by bilinear
interpolation.
Algorithm 4 ComputeHeightsOnTriangle(T , v1 , v2 , v3 )
Input. A triangle T from an annotated arrangement and three positions. These
positions are on the border of T or contained within T .
Output. A triple containing the heights for v1 , v2 and v3 .
h1 ← Calculate the height at v1 using bilinear interpolation on the heights in T .
h2 ← Calculate the height at v2 using bilinear interpolation on the heights in T .
h3 ← Calculate the height at v3 using bilinear interpolation on the heights in T .
return (h1 , h2 , h3 )
Figure 7 shows the annotated constrained Delaunay triangulation for our example.
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Figure 7: The computed constrained Delaunay triangulation of the environment in
Figure 6a. Each face shows one height difference, because the height difference is
the same for each of the face’s vertices. In more complex environments this does
not have to be the case.
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Now that each triangle in CDT stores the height difference we can compute the
c-space obstacles, or non-traversable areas, for any agent height. A straightforward
computation would be to calculate the c-space obstacle for each triangle in CDT
and each vertical triangle. This computation would be O(n) for a single height,
where n is the total number of triangles in the CDT and the number of vertical
triangles. When dealing with larger environments, and potentially only few relevant
triangles, this approach is inefficient. A similar problem has been researched by
Van Kreveld [27]. This paper describes how to find contour lines (contours) on a
Triangulated Irregular Network in an efficient way. Our solution is inspired by this
method.
The first optimization comes from the following observations. First, in large
environments there may only be small areas of triangles in the CDT that are relevant
to the configuration space. Second, let Ca be a cross section for a height ha and
Cb the cross section for a height hb where hb > ha . Due to the restrictions on our
environment, the obstacles in Ca are always a subset of the obstacles in Cb . Let
Oa be an obstacle in Ca . This means this obstacle is created because the height
difference for Oa is smaller than ha . Thus, this obstacle also has to exist in Cb , as
hb > ha .
A data structure that can efficiently answer which triangles are completely or
partially below a certain query height hq is an interval tree [6]. The interval tree is
constructed using the minimum and maximum height of each triangle as an interval,
which can be done in O(n log n), where n is the number of triangles in CDT . This
tree can then be queried for a height hq in O(log n + k), where k is the number of
triangles that are below or intersect with hq .
Van Kreveld [27] also proposed using an interval tree, but adds extra optimizations. However, they require modifying our existing data structures. Van Kreveld
describes a network structure which is very similar to a doubly-connected edge list,
which can query neighbouring triangles and incident edges in constant time. We
already assumed the CDT is stored in a DCEL, where half edges contain the height
info. Suppose we are finding the contour along a half edge and end up in a vertex.
In this case, we need to check adjacent triangles to see if the contour continues. A
vertex can have any number of incident edges, and thus we would need time linear
in the degree of the vertex to see if the contour continues. We can solve this problem
by annotating extra information in each vertex. For each vertex we pair all incident edges with similar heights, and store them in separate lists which the vertex
has pointers to. By marking all the edges we visit, we can find out if we already
traversed them. This step should be performed after Algorithm 3. A query for an
agent height is performed as follows. First, we query the interval tree and store the
triangles in a stack. When a triangle is popped, we first check if any of its half edges
is part of the contour and it has not been visited before. If we find a half edge that
does not meet these criteria it is discarded. Otherwise, we start a traversal in the
DCEL until we come back to this half edge. Details can be found in Algorithm 7.
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The storage of the interval tree can be reduced by making the following observation: we need only one half edge or vertex that is part of a contour in order to find
it completely. Van Kreveld introduces the term left-extreme edge if a contour that
crosses that edge causes a local minimum in the x-coordinate of the CDT. Figure 8
demonstrates why left-extremeness matters.
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Figure 8: These figures explain left-extreme edges and vertices. (a) This figure shows
that the bold edge is a left-extreme edge. Any contour that crosses it (as marked
by the dashed lines), causes a local minimum in the x-coordinate. Note this means
each contour has at least one left-extreme edge. (b) In our case, vertices can also
be left-extreme. The incident edges of this vertex have sudden changes in height,
caused by vertical triangles. In this particular case there is a local minimum in the
x-coordinate three times: two times for height 10, one time for height 20.
Any edge can be tested in constant time for being left-extreme by considering the
elevations and coordinates of the two incident triangles. However, height differences
caused by vertical triangles can cause vertices to be local minima in the x-coordinate
of the CDT. Therefore, we also need to consider left-extreme vertices. Left-extreme
vertices can be found by looking at all vertices Vcandidates that were created by
the projection of the vertical triangles. By looking at each vertex in Vcandidates
and considering the height at all incident edges on the right of the vertex one can
determine if this vertex causes a local minimum in the x-coordinate of the CDT.
According to Van Kreveld, roughly one third of all edges is a left-extreme edge in
random terrains. Therefore, the storage of the interval tree is reduced considerably.
Algorithm 5 describes how to construct the interval tree.
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Algorithm 5 ComputeIntervalTree(CDT , V )
Input. A list of triangles CDT and a list of vertical triangles V .
Output. An interval tree.
Let I be an empty interval tree.
for each half edge e in CDT do
Let hmin and hmax be the minimum and maximum height associated with e.
if e is a left-extreme edge then
Add the interval L(hmin , hmax ) to I.
{By associating L with T we can retrieve the triangles from the interval
query.}
Associate L with the triangle T incident to e.
for each vertex v in V do
Let vproj be the projected vertex in CDT from v.
Let cur be the top incident half edge on the right side of vproj and eend the next
clockwise incident edge after the bottom incident half edge.
while cur 6= eend do
Let next be the next clockwise incident half edge after cur.
if the height difference of next 6= height difference of cur then
Let h be the height difference of cur.
Add the interval L(h, h) to I and associate L with v.
cur ← next
return I
With the interval tree constructed, we can compute the cross sections. For each
agent height we query the interval tree and find the contours of the c-space obstacles.
Algorithm 6 describes how to calculate the c-space obstacles. Algorithm 7 describes
how we find a contour. We omit some details in this explanation, and refer the
reader to the algorithms for full details. First, we have to check if we start at a
left-extreme vertex or at a triangle. We pick the left-extreme vertex as a starting
point, or use the lowest left vertex of the triangle as a starting point. Next, we check
the correct incident edge for how much it contributes to the contour, see Algorithm
9 for details. If the entire edge contributes to the contour we end up in a vertex. As
mentioned before, each vertex stores a list of incident edges with the same height.
From there, we can select the next incident edge in constant time and continue
computing the contour.
If the edge partially contributes to the contour, we check if the opposite triangle
contributes to the contour. If the opposite triangle does not contribute to the
contour, we continue the contour in the triangle we are already in. The contour is
computed once we return to the vertex we started at. See Figure 9 for the contours
of our example environment.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 9: This figure shows the two contours in our example environment, represented by the fat lines. (a) The first figure shows the contour for the heights between
five and ten. (b) The second figure shows the contour for any height above ten.
Note that contours can bound other contours. Therefore, we have to find the
areas bounded by the contours. One way to calculate these areas is similar to
computing the overlay of two planar subdivisions, where one needs to compute the
inner and outer components of each face. De Berg et al. [6] describe how to do this
efficiently, and we refer to their algorithm for more details.
Algorithm 6 describes how each cross section is constructed.
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Algorithm 6 ComputeCrossSection(I, h)
Input. An interval tree I. An agent height h.
Output. The cross section of the obstacle configuration space of the plane z = h.
Query I for all intervals that intersect with h and put the result in a list q.
C ← An empty list of contours.
for each triangle or vertex T in q do
if T has been visited then
Discard T .
else
c ← FindContour(T , h)
Append c to C.
Mark all triangles and vertices in q as unvisited.
result ← A list of triangles.
Triangulate the areas bounded by the contours and add the resulting triangles to
result.
return result
Algorithm 7 explains how a contour is calculated.
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Algorithm 7 FindContour(T , h)
Input. A triangle or vertex T . An agent height h.
Output. A contour.
Let c be an empty contour.
if T is a triangle then
Pick the lowest left vertex S of T .
if S has height h then
{See Algorithm 9 how intersection points can be calculated}
if the incident edge C has an intersection point B then
Add the line segment (S − B) to c.
else
Take the previous edge from C, compute intersection point B and add the
line (S − B) to c.
return ComputeContour(c, B, C, h, is B a vertex)
else
Let A be the intersection point of incident edge C, or check the previous
incident edge for A.
Let B be the intersection point of the next incident edge of C, or check the
incident edge after that for B.
Add the line segment (A − B) to C.
return ComputeContour(c, B, C, h, is B a vertex)
else
Find the incident edge of T with height h and compute the intersection point
B on that half edge.
Add the line segment (T − B) to C.
return ComputeContour(c, B, C, h, is B a vertex)
Algorithm 8 is a sub-algorithm used for Algorithm 7.
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Algorithm 8 ComputeContour(c, B, C, h, isV ertex)
Input. A contour c. The last point of the contour B. A half edge C. An agent
height h. A boolean isV ertex indicating if B is a vertex or not.
Output. A contour.
if B is the first contour point then
The contour has been found.
return c
if isV ertex then
Find the next edge K with an equal height as C.
if K = C then
Calculate the intersection point D for next(C) if it exists, else for
next(next(C)).
Add the line segment (B − D) to C.
return ComputeContour(c, D, twin(C), h, is D a vertex)
else
Find the intersection point D on a half edge S for the triangle T to which K
belongs.
Add the line segment (B − D) to C.
return ComputeContour(c, D, S, h, is D a vertex)
else
Find an intersection point D on half edge S on the opposite face of C.
If that intersection point does not exist, find D in the face of C.
Add the line segment (B − D) to C.
return ComputeContour(c, D, S, h, is D a vertex)
Algorithm 9 shows how intersection points are calculated.
Algorithm 9 LerpHeight(p1 , p2 , h)
Input. Two 2D positions p1 , p2 , annotated with height differences. A height h.
Output. A new point p between p1 and p2 with pheight = h.
h−p

t ← | p2height1height
−p1height |
p ← (p1 + t ∗ (p2 − p1 )
pheight ← h
return p
We have explained how to calculate a cross section for an agent height. For each
of the agent heights we compute the cross sections and use these cross sections to
calculate a navigation mesh. As already motivated in Section 2, we use the ECM for
this purpose. In summary, all the steps to compute the hECM graph are described
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in Algorithm 10. First, we create a constrained Delaunay Triangulation CDT from
the Arrground , Arrceiling and obstacles. We annotate the height for each triangle
in the CDT . An interval tree is constructed from these triangles. For each agent
height, we query the interval tree and compute the cross section. Each cross section
is used to compute an Explicit Corridor Map. These Explicit Corridor Maps are
then combined to create the hECM. How these Explicit Corridor Maps are combined
is discussed in the Section 4.3.
Algorithm 10 ComputehECM(ground, ceiling, H = {h1 . . . hn })
Input. Two surfaces ground and ceiling. A list of n agent heights H.
Output. The hECM graph.
Initialize an empty list of Explicit Corridor Maps E.
crossSections ← ComputeCrossSections(ground, ceiling, H)
for each cross section C in crossSections do
ecm ← ComputeECM(C)
Append ecm to E.
{The algorithm CombineExplicitCorridorMaps is discussed in the next section.}
hECM ← CombineExplicitCorridorMaps(E)
return hECM

4.2

Complexity Analysis

In this section we analyze the asymptotic worst-case scenario for constructing the
cross sections.
The input for our algorithm is as follows: a list of h agent heights and an
environment K that consists of two surfaces G and C. Environment K has T
triangles, Tv vertical triangles, V vertices and E edges in total. In large environments
the number of triangles of the environment will likely be far greater than the number
of obstacles. Thus, for this analysis we omit the obstacles.
The two arrangements can be constructed in O(T ) as we only visit each triangle
once. For the construction of the constrained Delaunay Triangulation CDT we insert
all edges of these arrangements as constraints. A constrained Delaunay triangulation
can be constructed in O(n log n) [3], where n is the number of constraints. Thus,
the total construction of a CDT takes O(E log E). We have not found any formal
proof on the complexity of a constrained Delaunay triangulation compared to the
number of constraints and vertices. A formal proof is outside of the scope of this
research, but we can imagine cases with at least a squared number of intersections.
Let Tcdt be the number of triangles in CDT , Vcdt be the number of vertices in CDT
and Ecdt the number of edges.
Annotating the CDT consists of several steps. First, the quadtrees need to be
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constructed, which takes O(T log T ) as we need to be able to find all triangles in
K. The rest of the algorithm takes O(Tcdt log T ), because per vertex of CDT we
query the quadtrees. Computing the interval tree takes O(Tcdt log Tcdt + Tv log Tv ),
since we add all triangles from CDT as well as all vertices from vertical triangles to
the interval tree. Extending CDT with extra information about edges with equal
heights takes O(Vcdt ), if we assume the degree of each vertex is constant.
Computing a cross section consists of several steps. First, querying the interval
tree takes O(log(Ecdt ∗ Tv )) and retrieving a contour then takes O(k), where k is
the number of line segments of the contours. Finding the inner components of the
contours is similar to the map overlay problem. The map overlay problem has a
complexity of O(n log n + b log n), where n is complexity of the contours and b is the
complexity of the resulting overlay. The total worst-case time for constructing the
cross sections is O((E log E) + (T log T ) + (Tcdt log Tcdt + Tv log Tv ) + h(log(Ecdt ∗
Tv ) + (k log k + b log k))).
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4.3

Constructing the hECM graph

After processing the environment, see Algorithm 10 for a summary, we are left with
one or more ECMs. There can be lots of similarities in the structure of these ECMs,
depending on the complexity of the environment as well as the list of heights used to
generate these ECMs. By removing duplicate info we reduce the memory footprint of
the hECM graph. For instance, at the environment used in the previous subsection,
see Figure 6a, every cross section below the ceiling surface is the same and every
cross section that intersects with the ceiling surface is the same. See Figure 10 for
a few of the ECMs generated based on our example environment.
h=0

h=6

h=9

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 10: Three ECMs generated from the environment in Figure 6a. The last two
ECMs are identical, because the configuration space is identical at those heights.
Given the correct heights, we would need two ECMs to completely represent that
environment for any agent regardless of their radius or height. However, selecting
the correct agent heights in more complex environments could be difficult. As
mentioned in Section 3, a number of slices is defined and used to compute n agent
heights between the minimum and maximum height of the environment. The larger
the number of slices, the more details of the environment we can capture.
As input we have a collection of Explicit Corridor Maps ECM s. For each ECM
in ECM s we construct a point kd-tree in order to efficiently answer point queries.
We begin the merging process by eliminating all duplicate ECMs in ECM s, where
only the ECM with the largest height is kept. ECMs are the same if their vertices,
edges and closest points are the same.
We assume ECM s is sorted from low to high according to the associated heights.
The ECM ecmlowest , the one with the lowest height, is the basis for the hECM graph.
We then visit the other ECMs from bottom to top. The current ECM is named ecm
and the ECM directly below that as ecmbelow . We pass over each edge e in ecm and
check if e has a duplicate edge edup in ecmbelow . To check if edges are duplicate we
first have to find their endpoints (vertices) using the kd-trees. If edup exists, we set
the height of edup to the height of e. If e only has a duplicate endpoint, we connect
e to that duplicate endpoint. If e has no duplicate, we add it to the hECM.
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The complete algorithm is described in Algorithm 11. See Figure 11 for the
hECM graph of our example environment.

Figure 11: Shows the hECM graph for our example environment. Vertices are dark
red and edges are colored according to their height. There are only two height
colors: black and blue. The vertical lines at the corners indicate that their vertices
have merged. For visual clarity the closest point information stored in the edges is
hidden.
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Algorithm 11 CombineExplicitCorridorMaps(ECM s)
Input. A collection of Explicit Corridor Maps ECM s, which was generated from
the cross sections of an environment’s configuration space.
Output. The hECM graph.
Sort ECM s from low to high according to the associated height of each ECM.
Construct a point kd-tree for each ECM to allow efficient point location queries.
Remove any duplicate ECMs. We keep the ECM with the highest height out of
all duplicate ECMs.
Let hECM be an empty hECM graph. hECM is virtually the same as a normal
ECM, but edges also store a height for which they are valid.
Let ECM ecmlowest be the ECM with the lowest height in ECM s.
Insert ecmlowest into hECM and remove it from ECM s.
for each ECM ecm 6= ecmlowest in ECM s do
Let ecmbelow be the ECM below ecm.
An ECM edge consists of several nodes, where each node contains two closest
points.
The ECM edges are connected by vertices.
Two edges are equal if their nodes’ positions and associated closest points are
equal.
Each edge stores the maximum height for which it is valid.
for each edge e of v do
Let vbegin and vend be the associated vertices of e.
Check if the vertices vbelowbegin and vbelowend , on the exact same position as
vbegin and vend , exist in ecmbelow by querying its kd-tree.
if vbelowbegin and vbelowend exist then
if there is an equal edge ebelow to e between vbelowbegin and vbelowend then
Set the height of ebelow to the height of e.
else
Add e between vbelowbegin and vbelowend .
else if only vbelowbegin exists then
Add vend to hECM and insert e between vend and vbelowbegin .
else if only belowend exists then
Add vbegin to hECM and insert e between vbegin and vbelowend .
else
Add vbegin , vend and e to hECM .
return hECM
To remove the duplicate ECMs we have to compare all vertices, edges and closest
points of one ECM with the next ECM. We assume the number of closest points is
constant, there are h ECMs and each ECM has V vertices and E edges. Constructing
the point kd-trees takes O(h(V log2 V )). For each vertex v we find the equal vertex
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veq using a kd-tree in O(log V ). Then each edge of v needs to compare itself with the
other edges of veq until an equal edge is found. Therefore, removing duplicate ECMs
takes O(h(V log V + E 2 )) time. To merge ECMs, we need to check all their edges,
which involves two queries to the kd-tree. Merging the ECMs is O(h(E log V )), if
we assume the number of closest points is constant per edge. Thus, combining the
ECMs takes O(h((V log V + E 2 ) + (V log2 V ) + (E log V ))) time.
The complexity of the hECM depends on the complexity of the environment.
Similarities between ECMs are merged, which can drastically lower the storage
needed. Some experiments in Section 5 demonstrate the effectiveness of merging
ECMs.

4.4

Querying the hECM graph

Querying the hECM graph is similar to querying a standard ECM. Full details on
the query method can be found in Geraerts’ paper [21]. These are the steps to find
a path for an agent:
• Retract the start position s and goal position g onto the medial axis if the
height of the medial axis is above the height of the agent. If such an edge does
not exist, the path cannot be calculated.
• Connect the retracted start and goal to the hECM graph and calculate the
backbone path on the medial axis using A*.
• Compute a corridor from the backbone path.
In the next subsections we briefly explain how the normal method works and
our modifications to query a hECM graph.
4.4.1

Finding the retraction

Recall that the ECM is a generalized Voronoi diagram G = (V, E). Each edge
e ∈ E stores its closest points to obstacles on nodes with degree two. The edges
and closest points bound areas which are called cells. Spatial hashing is used on
these cells in order to efficiently find the closest edge for s and g. Furthermore,
each vertex also stores the index of its connected component in the graph so we can
quickly determine if a path exists.
We can view the hECM graph as a big ECM. We use spatial hashing in a similar
fashion as the ECM. Then, during the retrieval we get a list of edges which are
closest. We select the edge with the lowest, valid height for the agent’s height. A
height is valid for an agent if it is greater than or equal to the agent’s height. This
ensures that we use the configuration space with the most free space for that agent.
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4.4.2

Finding the backbone path and computing the corridor

Now that s and g are connected via s0 and g 0 we use the A*-algorithm to find the
shortest path on the medial axis, the backbone path, from s0 to g 0 in the hECM
graph. The A*-algorithm is slightly modified: we prune edges that do not have
an end vertex with the same height as the height we selected in the beginning for
this agent. We prune these edges for the same reason mentioned in the previous
subsection: we need to stay in the configuration space with the most free space.
Given the backbone path, an Explicit Corridor is extracted. The Explicit Corridor is then shrunk, based on the minimal clearance the agent wants to have from
obstacles.

4.5

Summary

In the previous subsections we described how to construct the hECM. We explained
how we discretize the 3D configuration space in several layers, called cross sections.
The cross sections contain configuration space obstacles which are used to create
ECMs. These ECMs are then combined into one data structure which we call the
hECM. Finally, we explained how to query the hECM to find a path for an agent.
In the next section we describe and discuss the experiments we did with the hECM.
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5

Experiments and results

Several experiments are carried out to validate the proposed solution. Our solution
is tested against several, distinct environments with various properties. In the following sections we describe our experiments, the results and the conclusions from
these results.
In the first section, we describe our implementation. We explain how we dealt
with floating point number precision issues, the limitations of our implementation
and where it differs from the theory. In the second section, we describe our experiments. Next, we describe and motivate our testing set of environments. Finally,
we show the results of our experiments and the conclusions we can draw from these
experiments.

5.1

Implementation details

Our solution is implemented in Visual C++, using the 32-bit compiler in Microsoft
Visual Studio 2010 (SP1). We have used the constrained Delaunay triangulation
implementation provided by CGAL [1]. Extra care has to be taken when implementing a computational geometry algorithm that is robust and stable [25]. CGAL
offers an exact number type to prevent floating point number issues. However, this
comes at the cost of speed. We have tried using floating point numbers for the
constrained Delaunay triangulation. We were able to get valid results in some cases,
but in order to guarantee a correct constrained Delaunay triangulation for all inputs
we are forced to use the exact number type.
The constrained Delaunay triangulation is the only part in our implementation
that uses an exact number type. Some parts of our code have to deal with floating point calculations and comparisons robustly. For instance, the height difference
calculation uses bilinear interpolation, which can be unreliable because it uses floating point numbers. We try to prevent these calculations and comparisons when we
can figure out they are not needed, otherwise we compare floating point numbers
reliably.
The implementation of the Explicit Corridor Map is provided by R. Geraerts
and W. van Toll 1 .
The algorithm we implemented for calculating the c-space obstacles is simpler
than the proposed solution. The interval tree stores intervals for all triangles, instead
of left-extreme edges and vertices. Instead of calculating the contours we calculate
the c-space obstacles for each of the triangles returned by the interval tree query.
In complex environments this can result in processing a large number of triangles,
while the contours could be very simple. The number of triangles also impacts the
construction of the Explicit Corridor Maps. Therefore, we retriangulate the c-space
obstacles to reduce the number of triangles. A retriangulation takes O(k log k),
1

http://www.staff.science.uu.nl/~gerae101/motion_planning/ecm.html
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where k is the number of triangles. Thus, in our experiments the complexity of
calculating a cross section is O(log n + k log k), where n is the number of triangles in
the constrained Delaunay triangulation plus the number of vertical triangles. The
triangulation library we used is part of the Explicit Corridor Map implementation
mentioned earlier.
For merging the Explicit Corridor Maps quadtrees were proposed to efficiently
check whether duplicate vertices exist. The naive solution for each vertex is to check
all other vertices for a match. Our measurements have shown that the impact of
using the naive solution on the total running time is negligible, thus we kept the
naive solution.
All the experiments are performed on a PC with a 2.8 Ghz Intel i7 930 processor,
an NVIDIA GeForce GTX 460 graphics card, and 6 GB of RAM. The operating
system is Windows 7 (64-bit, SP1). All our experiments use a single CPU core.

5.2

Experiments

We want to test several aspects of our solution. First, we want to show that our
method can handle different types of environments. We want to show that merging
several cross sections, at the expense of a slightly more complicated data structure,
reduces the amount of storage. The hECM graph should be able to handle a large
number of agents with a variable radius and height.
Our experiments are as follows.
Construction time For each phase of the construction of the hECM graph we
measure the elapsed time and record the average construction time. The
construction is recorded and repeated twenty times.
Memory constraints We want to see whether the merging of cross sections is
worth the additional complexity. We compare the number of vertices and edges
in the cross sections with the number of vertices and edges in the hECM graph.
Furthermore, we will also increase the number of cross sections calculated,
and see how that affects the hECM graph. Each experiment is recorded and
repeated twenty times.
Path planning We create a set of 500 path queries between random points in the
environment. We look at the time it takes to calculate a path and its length.
Each experiment is recorded and repeated twenty times.

5.3

Environments

The following list describes the criteria used to create a set of environments:
• Size of the environment: big or small.
• Height complexity of the environment: how bumpy or flat the environment is.
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Environment
Simple
Bridge
Cave
Cloister
Cloisters

Vertices
20
186
230
752
13268

Faces
24
153
316
1450
29679

Table 1: An overview of our experiment environments.
• Width complexity of the environment: how narrow or wide the corridors are.
Of course, it is impossible to test every possible case. However, our environments are designed so we can demonstrate the correctness and the properties of our
algorithm. See Table 1 for an overview of our environments.
Our test set has several small environments. The small environments test one
specific criterion, or a combination of criteria.
While the small environments allow for easier verification of correctness and
show the properties of the hECM graph, our algorithm has to be able to work with
for large, complex environments. Therefore, we also test a larger environment that
contains both complex and non-complex areas.
The following subsections show these environments. While most environments
are designed with the concept of envelope meshes, some have envelope meshes that
look different. These meshes are shown in Appendix A. The hECMs and some of
the cross sections are shown in Appendix B.
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5.3.1

Simple environment

Figure 12: A simple test environment.
The simple environment consists of a flat ground surface. The ceiling surface consists of two boxes, connected by a plane. This environment is simple and small to
demonstrate that the algorithm can identify duplicate information and remove it if
the environment is very similar across different cross sections.
5.3.2

Bridge

Figure 13: A bridge with several tunnels to pass through.
The bridge shows a slightly more complex environment. We are interested in how
the hECM is affected by more complex shapes. The meshes for this environment
can be found in Appendix A.
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5.3.3

Cave

(a) Cave environment

(b) Ground

(c) Ceiling

Figure 14: The ceiling in this environment is more uneven than other environments.
The ground has several small hills.
The cave is a small environment with a varying terrain for both the ground and the
ceiling. The point of this environment is to examine the effects of uneven terrains
on the hECM.
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5.3.4

Cloisters

Figure 15: The bottom view of a cloister. It consists of a courtyard and several
rooms.

Figure 16: The entire environment consists of eighteen of these cloisters spread
around a large map.
As we want our algorithm to also deal with larger, more complex environments we
chose the cloister, and use it multiple times on a big map. It has a lot of detail,
but is still a fairly small building. Inside the building, there are many arcs, but
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most of them are exactly the same. Furthermore, the building has roughly fourteen
chambers with different sized entrances. The envelope meshes for a single cloister
can be found in Appendix A.
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5.4

Construction results

In this section we show the results of the experiments that concern constructing the
hECM graph. All experiments have been executed twenty times and their results
have been averaged. The Cloisters environment construction numbers have been
averaged over ten runs. The measurements also contain the standard deviation,
indicated by the ’sd’ column.
Environment

Number of slices

Small
Bridge
Cave
Cloisters

10
10
10
10

Total vertices/edges
pre-merge
86/178
414/922
860/1790
18364/39746

Total vertices/edges
post-merge
12/18
94/187
335/419
6978/12694

Table 2: The number of slices used to generate the heights. The last two
columns represent the size of the Explicit Corridor Maps separately and
after they are merged.
We have also ran experiments to show what happens when the number of slices
is increased. The results can be found in the following tables.
Environment

Number of slices

Simple
Simple
Simple
Simple
Simple

10
20
40
60
80

Total vertices/edges
pre-merge
86/178
174/362
364/718
518/1074
694/1442

Total vertices/edges
post-merge
12/18
12/18
12/18
12/18
13/21

Table 3: The construction data when the number of slices is increased for
the Simple environment. The last two columns represent the size of the
Explicit Corridor Maps separately and after they are merged.
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Environment

Number of slices

Cloister
Cloister
Cloister
Cloister
Cloister

10
20
40
60
80

Total vertices/edges
pre-merge
1764/3846
3705/8080
7610/16598
11454/24990
15401/33592

Total vertices/edges
post-merge
585/1063
1001/2152
1817/4433
2534/6559
3345/8995

Table 4: The construction data when the number of slices is increased for
the Cloister environment. The last two columns represent the size of the
Explicit Corridor Maps separately and after they are merged.
The following charts show the data from the previous tables.
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2,500
2,000
1,500

11
1,000
10
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20

40
60
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80

100

0

20

40
60
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80

100

Figure 17: The number of vertices of the hECM in the Simple and Cloister environment for an increasing number of slices. The Simple environment has three new
edges and an extra vertex when 80 cross sections are calculated. One cross section
has an edge that is supposed to be merged, but due to a small imprecision in its
clearance it cannot be merged.
The following two tables contain the results on the construction times for the
hECM. Note that the totals in these tables measure total runtime which includes
several subroutines not listen here, such as loading and converting the ground and
ceiling surfaces. These subroutines do not impact the running time significantly,
therefore they are omitted.
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Environment
Small
Bridge
Cave
Cloisters

CDT (ms)
3.98
30.3
133
9594

sd
0.02
0.1
0.44
55

Cross sections (ms)
0.8
9.75
32
2716

sd
0.02
0.03
0.11
8.3

Table 5: An overview for each environment of the construction of the constrained Delaunay Triangulation and cross sections.

Environment
Small
Bridge
Cave
Cloisters

Totals (ms)
37.8
63.7
347
28532

sd
0.22
0.45
1
244

ECM construction (ms)
32.5
20.2
175
14515

sd
0.22
0.41
0.97
15.8

ECM resolution
1000
1000
2000
8000

Table 6: An overview for each environment on several aspects of the construction of their hECM graphs. Totals exclude file IO and Explicit Corridor
Map construction.
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The following chart shows the results from tables 5 and 6.
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(c) Cave
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Figure 18: Construction of each environment visualized for each step in the construction.

5.5

Path planning results

In this section we show the results of the experiments that concern path planning
with the hECM. The following picture shows two paths with the same start and
goal, but a different height. The small character is able to find a shorter path than
the larger character, as it can travel through the tunnel.
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(a) Environment

(b) hECM

(c) Path small character

(d) Path large character

Figure 19: An example of two backbone paths found in a small environment. Note
that the backbone path is the path along the medial axis, not the actual shortest
path. The start and goal are represented by a cylinder. (a) The environment,
consisting of a flat floor and a small tunnel. (b) A visualization of the hECM. (c)
The backbone path when the agent can pass under the bridge. (d) The backbone
path when the agent cannot pass under the bridge.
We have implemented an A*-algorithm which takes into account the width and
height of an agent. For each environment we compute 500 paths with random,
collision-free start and goal locations. We recalculate the same 500 paths twenty
times to get an average path calculation. We record the average time it takes to
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calculate the path, as well as the average length.
The following table shows our results.
Environment
Small
Bridge
Cave
Cloisters

Average path calculation (ms)
0.005
0.01
0.02
0.10

sd
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

Average path length
28
99
385
926

sd
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

Table 7: Path planning results.

5.6

Conclusions

Tables 5 and 6 show detailed information on the construction of the hECM. The
results show that the CDT and ECM construction are the most time consuming
parts of our algorithm. Certainly, the CDT construction can be optimized. The
CDT construction uses a precise number type, which slows down the computation
compared to a non-precise number type. While there is an implementation with
a non-precise number type, it was not robust enough for all our environments.
We have observed a 50% speed-up on the CDT computation with the non-precise
number type.
The ECM construction is influenced by the number of polygons. As explained
earlier, we do not compute the exact contours. While we do reduce the number of
polygons by retriangulation, we do not get the triangulation with the least number
of triangles. If we did have the contours, the number of polygons would be reduced.
The computation of the ECM is affected the number of obstacles it gets, and so the
computation of the ECM can also be reduced even further.
Table 2 shows the number of vertices and edges before and after merging. The
merging step reduces the number of vertices and edges significantly in most cases.
Of course, this depends on the complexity of the environment: if an environment is
more complex there are less similarities between cross sections and thus we cannot
merge them.
For the cloister environment we computed the hECM for an increasing number
of slices, and thus an increasing number of agent heights. The number of vertices
and edges keeps increasing if we increase the number of slices. This is caused by
the arc-shaped entrances to the courtyard. No matter how much cross sections we
calculate, the arc-shaped entrances create vertices and edges at slightly different
positions, which cannot be merged. Nevertheless, merging does reduce the number
of vertices and edges significantly.
Table 7 shows the path planning results. Even in large, complex environments
we can compute long paths for a large number of agents: the cloisters environment
needs 0.1 ms to compute a path with an average length almost equal to half the size
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of the environment.
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6

Agent animations

With the hECM, we have a structure that efficiently describes an environment.
However, it currently assumes that an agent always has the same width and height
while traversing its path. In this section we show how to extend the hECM so
agents with animations can find shorter paths. An agent animation is a set of
movements where the width and/or height changes over time. For simplicity, we
assume that the height and the width of an agent cannot change at the same time.
Changes in width without colliding with the environment can be confirmed by using
the closest point information. Another limitation is imposed by the discretization
used in our method. We discretize the height, and thus we can only reason about
how the environment looks at those particular heights (the valid heights). The
configuration space between two cross sections can be any shape: we only know for
sure what the configuration space looks like at each cross section. Thus, we can
only support animations where the height instantly jumps to another valid height
without changing the width or changing position.
Another way to look at the hECM is as a collection of cross sections, which
are partially merged. In order to find shorter paths, we need to be able to switch
between cross sections. Because some cross section vertices are merged, some connections between cross sections already exist. Ideally, we want to switch between
cross sections at any position in the environment. Similar to how the start and goal
are retracted when a path is planned for the hECM, we can retract a position with
a different height. If the retraction is successful a path can be planned from the
new position. In order to find shorter paths in environments we need to know when
we should go to another height. Vertices in cross sections are interesting positions
because they are caused by obstacles: when the environment changes new vertices
appear. Let a be a vertex in cross section n which is not in cross section n − 1.
This means a is caused by an obstacle that is not n − 1. If the agent was on a path
in cross section n, perhaps by switching to cross section n − 1 it can find a shorter
path.
As mentioned before, some cross section vertices are already merged. By projecting the cross section vertices from cross section n to cross section n−1, we create
additional connections at interesting points in the environment. Similarly, we also
project the nodes of all the edges in n. If the same vertex already exists in n − 1,
we can use an edge to connect them. If the vertex does not exist, we do a retraction
at that position in n − 1 and connect the retraction, the projected vertex and the
original vertex with edges.
Algorithm 15 describes how we connect cross sections in detail.
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Algorithm 12 CreateLayeredhECM(hECM )
Input. An hECM.
Output. An hECM where cross sections are connected.
{This way we only have to deal with vertices.}
Change each edge node to a vertex.
for each cross section xs in hECM do
for each vertex v in xs do
Let xsbelow be the cross section below xs.
Let vproj be the projection of v in xsbelow .
if a vertex already exists at vproj then
Connect vbelow and v via an edge.
else
Add vproj to xsbelow and connect vproj and v with an edge.
Retract vproj in xsbelow to an edge ebelow .
Let vretr be the retracted vertex on an edge ebelow .
Split ebelow with vretr and connect it with vproj .
Set the cost of the new edges to the distance between the vertices.
return hECM
In our case, the cost to switch between cross sections is the same as the difference
in height. The following pictures show our implementation of the previous algorithm.
In order to demonstrate the idea the environment is kept simple: there is a small
tunnel that goes through the object in the middle. See Figure 20 for the environment
and the normal hECM. We plan a path for a character that has the same height as
the ceiling object from the south west of the object to the north, as seen in Figure
21.
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The following figures show our example environment and the normal hECM.

(a) Environment

(b) Normal hECM

Figure 20: The environment and the normal hECM. The hECM edges are colored
according to their height.
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The following figures show the extended hECM as well as path using the extended
hECM.

(a) hECM with extra connections

(b) Backbone path

Figure 21: The extended hECM and a picture showing a path from the south west
of the ceiling object to the north. The hECM edges are colored according to their
height.
The previous figures show that it is possible to find shorter paths in the extended
hECM. However, it comes with several drawbacks. An extended hECM has more
than double the number of vertices and edges. As is the case with our example environment, to traverse under the obstacle it immediately switches to a lower height,
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which realistically should happen when the agent is closer to the obstacle. Switching
between cross sections happens at vertices: the path of the agent is several corridors, each corridor in a cross section, combined. To create more realistic behavior
an agent can take into account the overlap between corridors and only switch at the
overlap. Ultimately, this is behavior specific to a particular agent.
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7

Conclusion and future work

In this section we discuss our contributions and give general conclusions. Furthermore, we discuss some of the limitations of the presented work as well as suggestions
for future work.

7.1

Summary and contributions

Our first goal was to find an algorithm/data structure that can compute reasonably
short paths for agents with a variable radius and height in a polygonal 3D environment. In this thesis we described the hECM, a graph data structure based on the
Explicit Corridor Map. We begin by computing a height difference map between
a ground and ceiling surface by projecting the surfaces on 2D planes and computing a constrained Delaunay triangulation on these projections. For each triangle
in the constrained Delaunay Triangulation we calculate the height difference. We
construct an interval tree to compute c-space obstacles at a particular height. These
obstacles are then used to compute Explicit Corridor Maps. Finally, these Explicit
Corridor Maps are merged to create the hECM. We explained how the path query
method for Explicit Corridor Maps needs to be changed in order to answer queries
for agents with a radius and height.
In our experiments we looked at several environments, each created with a specific purpose. We have shown that construction of the hECM is mainly attributed
to the construction of the constrained Delaunay Triangulation and the computation
of the Explicit Corridor Maps. The merging of the Explicit Corridor Maps reduces
the number of vertices and edges significantly. The path planning experiments show
that the hECM can handle a large number of agents with real-time performance.
Our second goal was to extend the hECM to allow agents to use animations,
which allows them to change their heights to be able to find shorter paths in the
environment. Vertices and edge nodes are interesting points in the hECM, which are
projected and connected to the cross sections below. This allows agents to possibly
find shorter and more efficient paths, at the cost of changing its height, possibly
several times. The number of vertices and edges required is more than double that
of the original hECM, which is undesirable for storage. Furthermore, additional
research should be done on optimizing the paths by looking at the overlap between
corridors at different cross sections.

7.2

Discussion and future work

Agent limitations The agents are represented by a cylinder. This is a great simplification if the agent and/or the environment is complex. For future research
more complex agent shapes should be considered.
Implementation limitations Section 5 describes some limitations in our implementation. Especially for larger environments the construction time quickly
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goes to unattractive running times: near one minute. Large improvements
in construction time could be made with a faster constrained Delaunay triangulation implementation and the improved interval tree and cross section
construction algorithms.
We have always assumed that the ground and ceiling surface were available.
In practice, these surfaces are not available. Either a program would need to
extract these surfaces from a 3D polygonal environment or the implementation
needs to be able to deal with overlapping triangles. Ideally, this program would
also be able to extract where walls touch the ground surface, so we can handle
more complex environments.
Currently, our implementation does not work with multi-layered environments.
Multi-layered environments are used both in simulations and games: adapting
the hECM for multi-layered environments should be very beneficial. Open
problems would include identifying the right surfaces in a multi-layered environment and translating the idea of ’transfers’ in the multi-layered ECM to
the hECM.
Terrain limitations We made several assumptions to simplify the problem. For
instance, we assume no triangle overlap. This simplifies our problem, but in
practice there can be all sorts of shapes for both terrains and agents. We
also assume all walls start at the same height. To remove this restriction we
need to know where walls touch the ground surface in order to handle them
correctly.
Another problem is extreme changes in height: holes or steep terrain. The
cross sections will say there is a route through these kinds of terrain, but the
resulting paths are unrealistic. A local planner that examines the terrain can
partially prevent these issues. Another solution would be extra annotations in
the hECM and the terrain.
We also assume the terrain is completely static. Future work could investigate
how dynamic environments can be handled without recomputing the entire
hECM.
hECM structure How the hECM works can easily be observed in simple cases.
As soon as the environment becomes more complex, for instance the Cave
environment, it becomes less intuitive. Furthermore, for animations the hECM
structure would need a lot of extra vertices and edges. Perhaps a structure
that more closely follows the environment, using a volumetric representation,
is more intuitive.
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A

Envelope meshes

In this appendix we show the envelope meshes for the environments used in our
experiments.
A.0.1

Bridge

(a)

(b)

Figure 22: The ground and ceiling surface envelope meshes for the Bridge environment.
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A.0.2

Cloisters

Note we only show the envelope meshes for one cloister. The environment itself
consists of a number of these cloisters.
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B

Cross sections

In this appendix we show the cross sections for the environments computed for our
experiments.

B.1

Simple

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 23: There are three possible cross sections in this environment. The first
cross section is for each cross section between the lowest height and the bottom of
the ceiling. The second cross section is for all cross sections between the bottom of
the ceiling till the top of the ceiling. Finally, the last cross section is for all cross
sections that are above the ceiling obstacle.
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B.2

Bridge

(a) Cross section 1

(b) Cross section 2

(c) Cross section 3

(d) Cross section 4

(e) Cross section 5

(f) Cross section 6

(g) Cross section 7

(h) Cross section 8

(i) Cross section 9

(j) Cross section 10

Figure 24: Ten cross sections of the Bridge environment.
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B.3

Cave

(a) Cross section 1

(b) Cross section 2

(c) Cross section 3

(d) Cross section 4t

(e) Cross section 5

(f) Cross section 6

(g) Cross section 7

(h) Cross section 8

(i) Cross section 9

(j) Cross section 10

Figure 25: Ten cross sections of the Cave environment.
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B.4

Cloisters

(a) Cross section 1

(b) Cross section 2

(c) Cross section 3

(d) Cross section 4t

(e) Cross section 5

(f) Cross section 6

(g) Cross section 7

(h) Cross section 8

(i) Cross section 9

(j) Cross section 10

Figure 26: Ten cross sections of the Cloister environment.
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C

hECM

In this appendix we show the hECMs for the environments computed for our experiments.
Vertices are red and graph edges are colored according to their height. For clarity
we do not show the closest points information.

C.1

Simple

Figure 27: The ground and ceiling surfaces are drawn solid. In this case there are
three cross sections. The lowest cross section is below the ceiling, thus there are no
obstacles. The middle cross section can partially go through the ceiling obstacle.
The highest cross section has a height equal to the highest height of the ceiling.
Thus, that cross section cannot go through the middle of the ceiling surface without
colliding.
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C.2

Bridge

Figure 28: A partial side view of the Bridge environment. The ground and ceiling
surfaces are drawn as wire frames.

C.3

Cave

Figure 29: The hECM for the Cave environment. The ceiling surface is hidden.
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C.4

Cloisters

Figure 30: A close-up of one of the cloisters. One would assume the courtyard would
be fairly simple. However, the entrances to the courtyard change the cross sections
slightly at different heights, and thus they cannot be merged.
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